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Kids Definition of caprice. Comments on caprice What made you want to look up caprice? Get
Word of the Day daily email! Test Your Vocabulary. Test your visual vocabulary with our
question challenge! Anagram puzzles meet word search. Love words? Need even more
definitions? We're intent on clearing it up 'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in the bud'? We're gonna
stop you right there Literally How to use a word that literally drives some pe Is Singular 'They' a
Better Choice? Play the game. The Chevrolet Caprice is a full-sized automobile produced by
Chevrolet in North America for the to model years. Full-size Chevrolet sales peaked in with over
a million sold. It was the most popular American car in the sixties and early seventies, which,
during its lifetime, included the Biscayne , Bel Air , and Impala. Introduced in mid as a luxury
trim package for the Impala four-door hardtop, Chevrolet offered a full line of Caprice models for
the and subsequent model years, including a "formal hardtop" coupe and an Estate station
wagon. The to models are the largest Chevrolets ever built. The downsized and restyled models
were awarded Motor Trend Car of the Year. Production ended in There are differing accounts of
the origin of the Caprice name. Another says the car was named after Caprice Chapman, the
daughter of auto executive James P. The Caprice option included a heavier frame, suspension
changes, black-accented front grille and rear trim panel with Caprice nameplate, slender body
sill moldings, Fleur-de-lis roof quarter emblems, color-keyed bodyside stripes and Caprice hood
and dash emblems. Full wheel covers were the same as that year's Super Sport, but the "SS"
emblem in the center of the spinner was replaced by a Chevy bowtie. The interior featured a
higher-grade cloth and vinyl seat and door trim as well as thicker, higher-grade carpeting , faux
walnut trim on the dashboard and door panels, pull straps on the doors, and extra convenience
lights. A full vinyl roof was optional. Caprice gained series status for the model year and was
positioned as the top-line full-size Chevrolet. All four Caprice models were marketed as
"Caprice Custom. The Caprice Custom Estate, a new station wagon model with simulated
woodgrain exterior trim was the first Chevrolet with such a design since its real woodie wagon
was offered in All wagons included an all-vinyl upholstered two-row bench seat interior with an
optional third rear-facing seat for two. It was possible to have Regular Production Option RPO
L72, a hp big block V8 with solid lifters, special camshaft and carburetor, and 11 to 1
compression. An automatic transmission , power steering , white sidewall tires, and a vinyl top
on the hardtops were extra-cost options, but most were built with them. Additionally, air
conditioning , power windows , Cruise-Master speed control, power seats , an automatic
headlight dimmer only and stereo radios were available. The standard transmission was a
Synchro-Mesh three-speed manual, mounted on the steering column. This transmission
remained standard until the spring of , when the Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic became standard.
The Caprice featured a revised grille and front bumper, and new rectangular taillights which
replaced the Chevrolet-traditional triple round taillights used on Impalas since , with the
exception of the model. Lenses and silver trim on Caprices differed slightly from the other
full-sized models. Sedans and coupe models included luxurious cloth and vinyl bench seats
with a folding center armrest in the rear seat. Optional on both was a "Strato bench" seat which
combined bucket-style seat backs and a center armrest with a bench cushion for six-passenger

seating. Caprices had unique standard wheel covers, although some of the optional wheels and
wheel covers on full-sized models were optional. New options included the "Comfortron" air
conditioning system where the driver could set a constant year-round temperature. Coupes
could also be ordered with an all-vinyl interior featuring Strato bucket seats and center console
with floor shifter, storage compartment, courtesy lighting, and full instrumentation at the front
end of the console that was integrated with the lower instrument panel. The Caprice received a
restyling with more rounded body lines and revised grilles and taillights, optional front fender
corner lamps which illuminated with the headlamps, as well as a revised instrument panel with
round instruments and a new steering wheel. Taillamp lenses were all red as the backup lamps
were relocated into the rear bumper, unlike in the lesser full-size models that had their backup
lamps in the center of the taillamps. A dual-master brake cylinder was now included, while front
disc brakes were optional. Other new options included a stereo 8-track tape player, power door
locks, and a fiber optic exterior light monitoring system. The same seating selections continued
as before with revisions to trim patterns plus the new addition of all-vinyl upholstery as a
no-cost option for conventional and Strato bench seats in sedans and coupes. Engines and
transmission offerings were carried over from the previous year. As with all cars sold in the U.
The " millionth GM car" was a light blue metallic Caprice coupe. It was actually the millionth GM
car built in the United States; production including Canadian plants had actually passed the
million mark in March , with an Oldsmobile Toronado being the car in question. The Caprice
received a minor facelift that included a new grille with taillights set into the bumper and
optional hidden headlamps. Caprice coupes now came standard with the new Astro Ventilation
system, which included extra vents in the dash, and the removal of vent wing windows. Side
marker lamps became standard on all U. All Chevrolets got front side marker lamps on the
fender; cars with an optional engine were identified with its cubic inch displacement listed on
half the bezel; the lamp itself occupied the other half. The fiber optics monitoring system was
offered again as an option. The Caprice Coupe got serious competition when Chevrolet offered
the car's formal roofline in the Impala series as well. The Impala Custom Coupe became the
best-selling model in the line. Inside, the instrument panel was revised with a return to the
horizontal sweep speedometer and a revised three-spoke steering wheel. An optional
instrument cluster had a narrow speedometer within its opening and flanking it with
engine-turned instruments in the place of warning lamps. The fuel gauge, placed next to the
speedometer within its own pod in the base models, was moved to its new place next to the
speedometer. A tachometer took the place of the fuel gauge in the large opening left by the fuel
gauge. The Caprice and other full-sized Chevrolets were restyled with new body lines and front
bumpers that wrapped around the grille again with optional concealed headlamps, for which
washers could be added as a new "one year only" option along with ventless front windows on
all models. The station wagon was renamed the Kingswood Estate and continued to use
exterior wood grain trim along with the interior trim of the Caprice sedans and coupes. Front
seat headrests were now standard equipment to meet federal safety standards and the ignition
switch moved from the dashboard to the steering column and also locked the steering wheel
when the key was removed. This was part of a Federal mandate for the models, but introduced a
year earlier on all General Motors cars except the Corvair. The Caprice also offered a new
GM-designed variable-ratio power steering unit as optional equipment along with a
seldom-ordered "Liquid Tire Chain" option, which was a vacuum activated button that would
spray ice melt on the rear tires UPC option code is "V75". All V8 engines were now available
with the three-speed Turbo Hydramatic transmission for the first time though the two-speed
Powerglide was still offered with the and V8s. The Caprice received a minor facelift featuring a
more conventional under the grille bumper replacing the wrap-around unit used in , along with
new triple vertical taillamps in the rear bumper. A three-speed manual transmission with column
shift was standard equipment as in previous years but the floor-mounted four-speed manual
with Hurst shifter was dropped from the option list for as were the Strato bucket seats and
center console previously offered on coupes. Automatic transmission options included the
two-speed Powerglide on V8s and Turbo Hydra-Matic with all engines. For the top-of-the-line
Caprice was completely redesigned on a longer The new styling was highlighted by a
Cadillac-like "egg-crate" grille with a "Caprice" emblem in the center and brushed metal trim
surrounding the taillights on the rear deck. The "Full-Perimeter" frame and all-coil suspension
were refined for improvements in ride and noise reduction. Inside were revised interiors
featuring a two-spoke cushioned steering wheel and new instrument panel with horizontal
sweep speedometer and instrument placement similar to previous full-sized Chevrolets.
Caprices continued with higher grade interiors than their Impala counterparts with luxurious
cloth-and-vinyl upholstery, wood grain trim on the dash, steering wheel, and door panels as well
as carpeting on lower door panels on both sedans and coupes. A center front seat armrest was

also featured on sedans. Station wagons continued to use unique model names. The
Kingswood Estate wagon was considered to be equivalent to the Chevrolet Caprice being the
top-level wagon. Unlike previous years, station wagons used unique rear suspension using a
solid axle with leaf springs as opposed to coil springs and trailing arms on sedans and coupes.
Wagons featured a 'clamshell' design marketed as the Glide-away tailgate, also called a
"disappearing" tailgate because when open, the tailgate was completely out of view. On the
clamshell design, the rear power-operated glass slid up into the roof and the lower tailgate with
either manual or optional power operation , lowered completely below the load floor. Wagons
with the design featured an optional third row of forward-facing seats accessed by the rear side
doors and a folding second-row seat â€” and could accommodate a 4 x 8' sheet of plywood with
rear seats folded. The clamshell design required no increased footprint or operational area to
open, allowing a user to stand at the cargo opening without the impediment of a door â€” for
example, in a closed garage. Station wagon models came only with single exhaust systems
which meant lesser power ratings than coupes and sedans. This engine, along with all optional
power plants, was designed to run on regular leaded, low-lead or unleaded gasoline of 91
research octane or higher. To achieve this, all engines had the compression ratios lowered to 8.
General Motors was the first of the big three to have all engines run on regular fuel and these
changes were made to help meet the increasingly stringent emission regulations that were to
come into place in years to come. At year's beginning, a three-speed manual transmission was
standard when the model was introduced in the fall of , although at mid-year, the Turbo
Hydramatic transmission and variable-ratio power steering became standard equipment on all
Caprice models and lower-line models fitted with a V8 engine. Chevrolet specifications included
both "gross" and "net" horsepower figures in , which was a year before the industry-wide
transition to SAE net horsepower figures. SAE net horsepower standardized horsepower ratings
in accord with SAE standard J figures to get a more accurate horsepower figure. Beginning in ,
automakers would follow SAE standard J and the "net" horsepower ratings were the only
advertised ratings. The tested Caprice was powered by the V8 and loaded with virtually all
available options. The Caprice received a facelift with a revised grille that was lower in height
than the '71 model flanked by a new bumper with increased protection one year ahead of the
Federal mandate. This was done by a bumper within the bumper design. Heavy gauge beams
reinforced the bumper and attached to the frame. The rear bumper also featured this design and
now had the triple taillights now mounted in the bumper. Turbo Hydramatic transmission,
variable-ratio power steering and power front disc brakes continued as standard equipment.
New to the Caprice lineup was a pillared four-door sedan. All models also featured a revised
"Astro Ventilation" system utilizing vents in the doorjambs that replaced the troublesome
version that used vents in the trunk lid and turned out to be a major source of complaints to
Chevy and other GM divisions dealers from customers. The Caprice models were renamed to
Caprice Classic for the model year. The Kingswood Estate model with simulated wood-grain
body side trim was now named the Caprice Estate. The convertible was moved from the Impala
to the Caprice lineup for the first time in New emission standards added EGR exhaust gas
recirculation valves to engines with a new roller camshaft , and horsepower ratings were
reduced. The instrument panel and steering wheel were now offered in a variety of colors to
harmonize the interior, and the wheel featured a new "soft-grip" rim. Front seats were also
re-positioned to give more legroom for taller drivers, but shorter people found the driving
position awkward. The models featured a new formal, upright grille while turn signals moved
from the bumper and were now inset of the dual headlights. New thick "B" pillars and fixed rear
quarter opera windows were new on two-door coupes, which essentially eliminated pillar-less
hardtop design much like the GM intermediates did the previous year. Other body styles
including the four-door pillared and hardtop sedans, convertible and Estate Wagon were carried
over with only minor changes from All other engines were carried over from although the Turbo
Jet lost 10 horsepower 7. The interlock feature proved so unpopular that Congress rescinded it
shortly after the introduction of the models. A new option this year was a remote control for the
passenger-side outside rear-view mirror. Instrument panels and steering wheels offered. The
models received a new front end with swept-back headlights, revised grille, and turn signals
returned to the bumper which also angles backward at both ends. New taillights now wrap
around rear fenders. Caprice Classic Sport sedans now feature opera windows in the D-pillars.
The Caprice convertible would be discontinued after the model year along with its full-size
B-body counterparts including the Oldsmobile Delta 88 , Buick LeSabre , and Pontiac Grand
Ville. Just about 8, Caprice Classic convertibles found buyers in All engines except for the were
single exhaust systems with the introduction of the catalytic converter. Station wagons that
used the now featured dual exhaust as well. Also introduced this year were GM's "High Energy"
electronic ignition and radial tires that were advertised as part of "Chevrolet's New Efficiency

System. Carried over unchanged into , the Landau featured a choice of special paint colors,
sports-styled dual remote outside rear-view mirrors, color-keyed wheel covers, a landau vinyl
roof with chrome band across the roof , a vinyl bodyside molding insert, and pinstriping. Inside
there were color-keyed seat belts and floor mats. Fender and dashboard emblems rounded out
the package. With minor changes, the Landau would be carried over into the era coupe models.
The Caprice Classic marked the sixth and final year of a body style introduced for the model
year. Engine options remained virtually unchanged with the two-barrel remained standard in
everywhere but California where the four-barrel was standard. This was the final year for the big
block V8 to be offered, along with hardtop body styles and the clam shell-tailgate design for the
station wagon. The 4-door hardtop Sport Sedan was the last pillarless model offered by
Chevrolet; it was offered in both the Caprice Classic and Impala series. All subsequent Caprice
passenger cars were pillared sedans and coupes. Launched in late September of , [11] [12] the
Caprice Classic was drastically downsized , which reduced its weight and exterior dimensions,
while increasing headroom, rear seat legroom and trunk space compared to models. Heights
were increased by 2. Size comparison between Caprice : [14] [15]. Although by modern
standards the downsized Chevrolet cars are quite large, the new Chevrolet had exterior
dimensions closer to the intermediates of its day. The introduction of such a small full-size car
was considered quite a risk for General Motors. To help ensure the car was a success, preview
clinics were held by Chevrolet which returned very positive results. Furthermore, the design
process for this car was revolutionized. Ford would respond with advertising the Ford LTD
traditional full-size attributes. Chrysler responded in when it re-engineered its intermediate
B-body cars, and designated them the full-size R-bodies. However, these were not true
downsized cars like GM and Ford introduced. All models had window framed doors. No hardtop
models were offered. Two-door models featured a unique rear window that created a
semi-fastback. This glass had sharp corners giving it three sides. This was done through
"hot-wire" bending process. The Landau Coupe features a partially covered vinyl roof. Station
wagon models received a new three-way tailgate for ; the clamshell tailgate was gone. The
three-seat models featured a rear-facing third seat for two occupants making these cars
eight-passenger models. The station wagons use the coil spring suspension in the rear, as for
the sedans and coupes. The headlight dimmer switch was also removed from the floor and
incorporated into the turn signal lever for all models. All models were named Caprice Classics.
A V8 engine was no longer standard equipment for the first time since This engine was last
available in a full-size Chevy in in the lower-line Bel Air. Standard for all models was the
three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic transmission. With the new lighter weight and smaller
engines, Chevrolet promised increase fuel economy without great loss of performance
compared to models. Performance was good when comparing the smaller Caprice to the
Caprice. Car and Driver tested a Chevrolet Impala with the engine and 3. The was available with
a 2. The models became the number one selling car in the United States. In , the previous
generation full-size Chevrolet was the third best-seller. More than , full-size Chevrolets were
produced for the model year, with the most popular model being the four-door Caprice Classic
sedan , produced. By more than 1 million downsized Chevrolets had been produced. Auto
publications agreed with the public reception, with Motor Trend awarding the Chevrolet Caprice
Car of the Year. Car and Driver declared "Even the most jaded car critics are in fact tripping
over each other trying to be the first to anoint this sedan to be the best full-sized Chevrolet ever
made. The engine line-up remained unchanged, but numerically lower axle ratios were used in
an attempt to boost fuel economy. The and engines went from a standard 2. An optional 3. A
larger brake booster was also added to help reduce braking effort. The models continued with
only minor refinements. Again the front and rear styling was refreshed slightly. The change to
the was a result of switching from the larger Rochester 2GC carburetor to the smaller Rochester
Dualjet carburetor. The engine was unchanged. The Caprice Classic saw its first major revision
since the downsizing. To further improve the fuel economy of the car, efforts were made to
reduce weight and improve aerodynamics. The Caprice received new exterior sheet metal,
without drastically changing the look of the car. To improve aerodynamics the hood was
tapered lower, while the trunk area was higher. The grille was now an egg crate style while the
tail-light panel featured three separate square lights per side. All the doors and components
within were redesigned to be lighter, including the window crank mechanisms, which now used
a tape drive mechanism. The new styling increased the trunk capacity of both coupes and
sedans to A new frame lift jack replaced the bumper-mounted model. Easy-roll radial tires,
improved anti-corrosion measures, low friction ball joints, and larger front suspension bushings
were also new for Puncture-sealant tires and cornering lights were new options. California
emission cars used the Buick 3. The Chevrolet 3. Although the 3. The 3. The base V8 engine was
new for The 4. This engine had a Rochester Dualjet carburetor, and was not available in

California. To further increase fuel economy, all transmissions were equipped with an
electronically controlled lock-up torque converter clutch. Styling was unchanged other than the
grille which remained egg crate style but now had larger sections. Refinements included
redesigned front disc brakes for less drag and a translucent plastic master cylinder reservoir.
The cruise control became equipped with a resume feature, while wire wheel covers had locking
bolts to secure them in place. The engine line-up remained unchanged, although the 3. All
engines were updated with the Computer Command Control CCC system which included an
electronically metered carburetor. This change occurred in for California emission cars and did
not occur to Canadian emission cars until The model line-up was reduced by one, with the
Caprice Landau coupe dropped. Remaining were the sedan, sport coupe, six-passenger wagon,
and the eight-passenger wagon. A new four-speed automatic overdrive transmission with a
lock-up torque converter joined the powertrain line-up. This transmission helped boost highway
fuel economy, while improving city performance with a 3. The engine line-up and power ratings
remained unchanged. The cubic-inch Diesel V8 engine was now available on all models. No
two-door models were produced, leaving only the four-door and the eight-passenger station
wagon, since the 6-passenger wagon also left the line-up. The model year saw the return of the
two-door sport coupe making a three model line-up. Styling remained unchanged. The
windshield washer controls were moved from the dashboard to the turn signal stalk to create
the multi-stalk. An optional Landau package included a vinyl roof, sport mirrors, and reveal
moldings. Powertrain availability and power ratings were unchanged for While this car bore
Pontiac emblems and trim similar to the pre Bonneville, it was a Caprice in every other way.
Pontiac dealers gained a full-size car again and buyers did not seem to mind that the car was
virtually the same as the contemporary Caprice. It sold well enough to remain available until for
the sedan and for the Safari station wagon. The interior was updated for , marking its most
significant update since The shaft-style radio was replaced with a more modern DIN-and-a-half
style radio, while the pull-out headlight switch was replaced by a push-button style switch. The
climate controls were updated with rotary switches for the fan and rear window defroster
replacing the toggle style switches. The instruments were updated to have a more modern
appearance, with a horizontal speedometer while a round speedometer was included with the
optional gauge package. The engine line-up saw major changes for This engine came standard
with a three-speed automatic but was available with the four-speed automatic overdrive
transmission. The 5. From to , the Caprice was the only sedan riding on the B platform; all other
sedans had been discontinued or transferred to the smaller, front-wheel-drive H platform. The
front fascia was restyled to have a more aerodynamic look: the Caprice emblem was no longer a
standup hood ornament, but was an emblem located on the vertical area directly above the grill
in the center of the front fascia. A smaller grille with prominent vertical chrome divider bars
replaced the larger previous egg-crate grille. The redesigned front end still had two side-by-side
rectangular sealed beam headlamps, as had been used on the Caprice since ; the taillights were
restyled, but continued to have three chambersâ€”another long-running Caprice styling cue.
New aerodynamic side-view mirrors were used. The car's sheetmetal remained otherwise
unchanged. The former Impala was rebranded as "Caprice" without "Classic" appended ,
unifying all full-size Chevrolets under a single model name for the first time since the early s.
Still available was a Caprice Classic four-door sedan, coupe and eight-passenger station
wagon, while a new Brougham four-door sedan joined the model line-up. Power window
controls for all models moved from the door panel to the armrest for improved ergonomics. This
engine was used in all GM B-body station wagons from this point on to simplify production. The
models received minor styling revisions: composite aerodynamic headlamps replaced the
formerly sealed beam bulbs, and a standup hood ornament returned. A simulated woodgrain
dashboard finish, last used on the models, returned. Leather upholstery was a newly available
option for Brougham and Brougham LS sedans, which also had a new pillow-style seating
design and a folding center armrest in the back seat. The engine offerings received only minor
changes. The model range was revised, with the sport coupe dropped due to low sales. There
was now just one station wagon model, an eight-passenger configuration. Engines remained
unchanged, and the four-speed automatic overdrive transmission was standard equipment. A
police version of the Caprice wagon was made; it had the code 1A2 and was designed for
special service use. However, as a result of fuel injection, the cold weather starts, drivability,
fuel economy, and emissions were all improved. The engine remained unchanged for station
wagons. Rear-seat passengers received shoulder belts for the outboard positions and air
conditioning was standard on all models. The model range and engine offerings were
unchanged. The Caprice was only produced until the end of , [ citation needed ] when
production was shut down to prepare for the redesigned models. A police package, orderable
under GM's Regular Production Option code 9C1 , was introduced for the new base-model

Caprice that replaced the Impala for The Caprice had the fastest quarter-mile times of the three,
and the best fuel economy. All four cars were very close in competition for , and there was little
performance difference. For , the 9C1 Caprice changed little. The bbl engine received a boost in
compression, roller lifters, and new center-bolt valve covers. For , the 9C1 Caprice was again
unchanged. The Plymouth and Dodge models continued unchanged and were not competitive
with the Chevrolet and Ford. Overall the Chevrolet scored the highest in the competition,
followed by the Ford, Dodge, and Plymouth [18]. For , the 9C1 Caprice received some major
changes to the drivetrain. The available engines were now the 4. The V6 and the used a 3. The
powered Caprice did well again at Michigan State Police tests for pursuit-rated cars. The
Caprice won all six categories for , having the quickest 0â€” times, the fastest road course
times, the best brakes, highest top speed, the best fuel economy, and the best interior
ergonomics. This was the first time any car had won all six categories in Michigan State Police
tests. The model was introduced in the fall of and was completely restyledâ€”it replaced the
based rectilinear design with rounded, more aerodynamic sheetmetal. Much of the engine
availability was carried over from the previous generation, which included for all models the 5.
Two trim levels were initially offeredâ€”Caprice and Caprice Classic, replacing the previous
Classic and Brougham models. General Motors had hoped to regain the top spot as America's
favorite automobile with the new aerodynamic styling of their full-size offering. However, the
final B-body Caprice was not well received by critics and did not hold on to high annual sales
numbers as initially anticipated, with roughly half from fleet sales. The car's styling was
criticized with car aficionados calling it a "beached whale" [26] [27] and "an upside-down
bathtub". For there were some revisions, the most obvious being the removal of the unpopular
skirted rear wheel wells in favor of more conventional, open wheel wells. This applied only to
the sedan model; station wagons retained the skirted wheel wells. A final appearance tweak
facelift appeared on the Caprice sedan in the form of a restyled side window between the back
door and C pillar windows on Caprices of the generation through were triangular, but the
window had a so-called " Hofmeister kink ", featuring four sides and sweeping towards the
front, lacking the sharp corner pointed toward the rear , and the wagon was given the same
mirrors as the sedan. In and the Impala SS was exported to Middle Eastern markets badged as
the Caprice SS, with the car being identical to its American counterpart except for the side fonts
on the rear quarter panel and the badge on the dashboard saying Caprice SS. The Caprice 9C1
with the LT1 engine became one of the quickest and most popular modern-day police vehicles.
This vehicle established such strong devotion by many police departments that a cottage
industry thrived in refurbishing Caprices for continued police service after GM discontinued
production of the car, with many police departments keeping them in service car longer than
other police cars from that era. The car's production was stopped in December of due to sales
pressure from the mid-size Chevrolet Lumina , financial troubles at General Motors , and
consumer demand shifting from full-sized family sedans to the increasingly popular sport utility
vehicles. Total production of â€”96 models was , with production ending on December 13, The
Chevrolet Impala nameplate was reintroduced to the American passenger car market in as the
marque's premium offering, albeit in a front wheel drive configuration. Differences between the
models were mostly equipment and slight styling tweaks. The base LS came with a 3. In ,
Holden launched a revised and facelifted Statesman and Caprice, which was reflected in their
Middle Eastern versions for the model year. The new models sported new front and rear fascias
and completely redesigned interior. Engines carried over unchanged. In , GM again considered
resurrecting the Caprice name in America for , this time under this generation, and as a new
Caprice 9C1 long before the appearance of the sixth-generation model third-generation Holden
Caprice as the Caprice PPV, but it did return several years later as such. The Caprice was
updated for to include the features that Holden included the Holden Caprice. For the model year
for the Caprice SS the Impala badge on the trunk was dropped in favor of the traditional
Chevrolet bowtie. General Motors will not directly sell a Caprice PPV to the general public,
however, some vehicles have been purchased by individuals via dealer sales channels. These
included GM and dealer demonstrator vehicles, excess unsold dealer inventory, and purchases
for demonstration use by law enforcement upfitters and other related businesses. However,
these cars both share the Zeta platform. The front end and grille are the same as the Caprice LS.
The Caprice letter is engraved into the chrome trim on the trunk, there is PPV lettering on the
right side of the rear fascia and a FlexFuel nameplate, which was on GM vehicles in North
America from through The PPV has dual exhaust, a floor shifter in the console, a prisoner
partition with rifle and shotgun mounts, lights and siren controls in the console, inch steel
wheels and center caps from the Impala 9C1, and a touch screen in place of the radio and HVAC
controls. The driver's seat has a special indentation made to accommodate a police officer's
equipment belt so it makes it more comfortable to drive. Special tuning such as Performance

Algorithm Liftfoot PAL calibration and a performance-tuned suspension was added for
increased performance meant specifically for police needs. Previously, the future of Holden's
North American export program had been the subject of contradictory announcements as
General Motors emerged from bankruptcy. The Caprice police car has had a positive reception,
placing perfect scores in an assessment by The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, with
the only criticism being directed at over-cautious electronic stability control. The detective
version used the same interior that the Middle Eastern spec Caprice LS had from Standard
equipment on the Caprice PPV includes keyless entry, power windows and door locks, a 6.
Optional features included wiring for police lighting and sirens, an additional battery to power
police-installed accessories, the disabling of the interior courtesy lamps and rear door window
controls and door locks, eighteen-inch 18" plastic wheel covers, a vinyl rear bench seat,
rubberized vinyl flooring and rear trunk mats, and a remote vehicle starter system. For , the
Caprice PPV received a new seven-inch, Chevrolet MyLink touchscreen infotainment system as
standard equipment, which now included Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless stereo
audio streaming via A2DP , Pandora Internet Radio capabilities, ad an integrated rearview
backup camera display, among other new features. The single-disc CD player was deleted for
the model year as well. The dashboard was restyled with a new steering wheel that integrated
cruise speed , audio system, and Bluetooth voice controls, a new instrument cluster with a
larger monochromatic LCD driver information center DIC screen, and revised controls the new
dashboard in the Caprice PPV was similar to the civilian Chevrolet SS sedan that was released
for the model year. The gear selector lever for the six-speed automatic transmission was
relocated from the center console to the steering column, which freed up space in the center
console for police-installed equipment, such as computers and radio equipment. In addition, the
door panels were redesigned with more convenient control placement, and the front bucket
seats were redesigned for greater officer comfort and support, with a new seat fabric for the
cloth seats. With the discontinuation of the 9C1 Chevrolet Impala Limited Police Interceptor
after the model year, Chevrolet no longer offers a four-door sedan with a Police Package. From
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Vehicle. Men's probable actions are calculated by the law of reason; but their performance is
usually the result of caprice. He was an outlaw, hunted and despised, depending for his life on
the caprice of a fickle-minded woman. The entertainment upon such occasions, may vary with
the taste of the hostess, or the caprice of her guests. Now and then, from caprice , one was
liberated; but the innocent and the guilty fell alike. All this gave him hope, and he knew, that
when caprice permitted, she would be unrivalled as a companion. Save This Word! See
synonyms for caprice on Thesaurus. Origin of caprice First recorded in â€”70; from French,
from Italian; see capriccio. Words nearby caprice caprese , Capri , capric acid , capriccio ,
capriccioso , caprice , capricious , Capricorn , Capricornia , Capricornian , Capricornus. Words
related to caprice whim , freak , crotchet , whimsy , fancy , peculiarity , rib , caper , humor ,
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that surrounded last year's series. While it was claimed at the time that Caprice would reveal the
reasons behind their separation after the series, fans are still waiting. So we've dug up
everything we know so far on why Caprice and Hamish splitâ€¦. This is the question on
everyone's lips, with the exact reason behind Caprice and Hamish's sudden split still uncertain.
Reports suggested that Caprice felt like Hamish was pushing her too hard, while others claimed
that she had been branded a "lazy diva" and that their relationship had become "unworkable".
Other insiders claimed that Caprice had complained about Hamish's "gaslighting" behaviour
but ITV strongly refuted these claims. Caprice split with skating partner Hamish after two weeks
on the show. Hamish broke his silence on Twitter in January , cryptically hinting that "the truth
always comes out in the end" after admitting he was "not okay". He said in a statement: "Hi
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this week. As you saw in our opening number, Hamish remains one of the members of our
professional team and we hope to have Caprice back on the ice next week. Caprice quit DOI
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ter she parted ways with Hamish. Despite a new skating partner, Caprice announced after four
weeks in the competition that she was hanging up her ice skates for the sake of her mental
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